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ABSTRACT 

This lecture is an attempt to explore the position of the memory and postmemory of Central and 

Eastern Europe in contemporary Canadian literature. We will trace Marianne Hirsch’s idea of 

“postmemory” and Pierre Nora’s “les lieux de mémoire” in selected works of contemporary Canadian 

authors who are the first, second and even the third generation immigrants from Poland and Eastern 

Europe to North America. In this context, the presentation offers an overview of after/images of 

Central European towns and cities as seen from a truly transcultural, Canadian perspective and 

filtered through the experience of migration, trauma, and spatial and time distance.  

The texts in question, both novels and memoirs, are all published in Canada at the turn of the 20th 

and 21st century and recreate the images of ‘Old Places’ in the new or newly discovered contexts. 

The two concepts, which are mentioned in the title of the lecture and the leitmotifs of my 

presentation, capture the broad spectrum of attitudes to the past, remembering and forgetting, and 

sites of memory. While all of the chosen novels and memoirs explore the problem of post/memory 

and un/belonging caused by immigration, poverty, and the trauma of World War II, they try to 

address the question of identity of immigrants (or their descendants) created on the border between 

the memory and postmemory of the past and the contemporary reality of transcultural Canada. As a 

result of this, the post/memory and the recreated after/images of Central European towns offer both 

therapy and consolation as well as testimony to the past and its sites of memory. 
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